Dose effects of halothane on sensory evoked responses obtained from the cortex, reticular formation and central gray.
Sensory evoked field potentials were recorded from the mesencephalic reticular formation (MRF), central gray (CG) and somatosensory cortex (SCX), following incremental doses of halothane in freely-moving rats. Halothane concentrations of 0.25%, 0.5% 1.0% and 2.0% were used. In general, the responses from each structure were affected in dose response manner. The averaged acoustic evoked responses (AAER) exhibit more sensitivity to halothane than the averaged visual evoked responses (AVER). The evoked response and its components obtained from each structure were affected differently by halothane mainly following the initial two halothane doses, (0.25% and 0.5%); mainly increase in amplitude was observed in the recording obtained from the MRF, decrease in the CG, and mixed (increase and/or decrease) in SCX. The degree of the depression of the sensory evoked responses was directly correlated to the level of anesthesia as assessed by sural nerve stimulation.